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The Sun in Aries in the physical quadrant means that we expect to see the sons and 

daughters of God exerting the control of their minds over their Martian emotions, the A words, 

anger, aggression, argumentation, agitation etcetera.   Whereas we will see out picturing in the 

personalities of the vast majority, the pride of their ego willfulness. Aries brings this full range 

into the physical realm.  The proverbial “in your face”. 

The moon joins the Sun in the physical quadrant of the 4th Lunar cycle of the year, 

tomorrow.  Here in the physical, the moon is at its weakest influence over Mar’s unsatisfied 

desires.  Now is the time to exert your soul’s dominion over the moon’s influence over Mars.  

Break the habit.  Call on heaven to 

intercede. Unwind the grave cloth of our 

Egyptian captivity, holding us earth bound 

by attachment to material substance, and 

Kuthumi teaches us, the substance of the 

ego. 

The MC is at 14 Cancer, conjunct 

the God Star Sirius. Look overhead where 

you stand, there is Sirius.  Where Sirius is 

there is God Surya and Cuzco. Call upon 

the God Star and the Mighty Blue Eagle to 

defend God Government in America and 

to defend in Cancer this government of 

the people (4th house) by the people for 

the people…in the coming elections.   

Cast your anchor of the Ruby Ray 

into the octaves of the ascended masters 

at the MC and arc their light and anchor it 

to consume the energy veil, they call 

COVID-19 on the Nadir, 14 Capricorn. 

We see emerging out of the 

unconscious into the subconscious of the people on the nadir, flooding the 4th house of the 

nations.  As their dwellers on the threshold of their consciousness, their conscious awareness 

conjuncts The Master, Rabboni at Easter, the Resurrection flame announcing to the people the 

rolling away of the stone that sealed the Tomb.  The people are called to rally in 2020, in these 

elections to Uncle Sam.  In particular they are called to turn within and for the next 40 days 

beginning on the 13th, Easter Sunday, be God Taught by the God Star in the UPPER Room until 

Pentecost on May 31st, 2020 when the Holy Spirit will descend upon the people to enlighten 
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them.  This is the Great Awakening of the I AM Race, God’s people.  They are called to rally to 

Saint Germain, Uncle Sam, and his Prophets, the Messengers. See Revelations 10:7 – 11:7. 

We are called to call upon the Lord to take dominion in the earth over the Nations and 

the Power Elite, Pluto Jupiter Saturn, Mars in the 4th house in Capricorn and Aquarius.  We are 

called to consume the energy veil they have weaved over the minds (Sun Aries) of the people.  

And we are called to consume the midpoint Saturn to Pluto and Mars and to Jupiter and Mars.  

All are standing on the mountain in Capricorn in 2020 ruled by Saturn’s causal body, Maitreya 

to choose to follow Christ in the Resurrection (Jupiter) over the death, unleashed upon an 

unsuspecting world, in the most critical election year in America’s history or to follow Saturn 

the electronic belt, the Satan(s) and Pluto Mars midpoint. And betray the Guru, Rabboni, and 

the Resurrection Flame, rejecting the call to rise into the Upper Room to be God Taught these 

next 40 days. 

These latter will become the clock of betrayers (Cancer) on the North Gate.  Those who 

stand with Apollyon at 3 Scorpio having believed the lie, they espouse the lies and propaganda 

of the god of plagues and the plan of the Watchers in Capricorn in the 3rd house, COVID-19, the 

plan to defraud Americans of their Nation and their hearts bond to Jesus Christ and Uncle Sam, 

Saint Germain at Easter 2020.  They expose the propaganda in the 3rd decant of the 1st house 

because they desire to rule, having bowed on the mountain before Saturn (Satan) when Saturn 

conjunct Pluto in January, when COVID-19 was launched as the counter plan to the Divine Plan 

for America and the Nations in 2020, on January 1st. 

The Watchers are conjunct the Dragon, its tail at 2 Capricorn in the 2nd decant of the 3rd 

house, fidelity.  Will the soul when face with absolute evil in 2020 remain true to the origin of 

the soul in God and as an American, remain an initiate of Maitreya, Saturn’s causal body, the 

Great Guru and Initiator of our souls.  Will we remain faithful under the attack of Abaddon 

(Apollyon, 3 Scorpio) who has launched war against the Lamb in Cancer and his Chosen and 

Faithful in 2020.  They call this, the first campaign in their war against Saint Germain, COVID-19.  

This falls within the 1st decant of Capricorn, within the organization, even our government.   

The midpoint at 20 Capricorn is conjunct Mother’s Celestial Descendant, the Guru-chela 

relationship and the bond to the hearts of the Messengers for the purpose of bonding to the 

heart of Maitreya, Saturn’s causal body.  The Guru is midpoint between Nadir and Jupiter and 

the Nadir and Pluto.  We must face our MOODS, our attachments to material substance and the 

substance of the ego as taught by the World Teachers, Jesus Christ and Kuthumi.  The Guru is 

also midpoint between the Watchers conjunct the Dragon, the Serpent on the East Gate and of 

the Garden of Eden where we tied ourselves to the serpent logic of separation from God by 

internalizing, the volition of doing it “My Way” instead of following “The Way” of Jesus our 

savior, and Mars.  This is the choice every American, I AM Race, and Keeper of the Flame of life 
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is being forced to make in the spring 2020, and in America.  Will the soul stand in the Physical in 

Aries and undo the pride and ego that is prelude to the fall, in 2020. 

We are standing at 2 degrees 31 minutes Aries conjunct Mother’s MC in the 2nd decant 

of the 6th house, of experience.  Who has learnt from experience to master (Pisces 6th house 

cusp) by God control of the mind all desire (Mars), not God’s desire.  The flow of water energy, 

our emotions, our energy-in-motion (e-motion).  We are standing on Guru Ma’s MC at 2 Aries 

midpoint between the Black Moon Lilith (the Castaways, the Soulless Ones) and Mercury, the 

messenger.  This is the initiation in the 33rd year on the Path of Personal Christhood to prepare 

the soul for the second coming of Christ in you in Virgo that rules the 6th house.  It is also the 

initiation of our hearts in the 33rd year in Virgo, the Aries Libra axis, the Ascendant Descendant, 

the axis of planetary karma.  Will we rise to the upper room to receive the inner teachings for 

the next 40 days in preparation for the coming of the cloven tongues of the Holy Spirit on 

Pentecost which also is congruent in 2020 with the anniversary of Maitreya’s Mystery School as 

we are tested on the South Gate in Capricorn to cast out the dweller (Pluto) and keep the flame 

of the Office and Authority of the Mother and the Woman Clothed with The Sun and her 

Manchild in the mystery school in the Community of the Holy Spirit, on the path of the Ruby 

Ray. 

We are standing at the apex of the YOD to Apollyon (the god of plagues) and Transpluto 

(aliens in their space craft, think the 12th planet, the 13th planet, the inter-galactic conspiracy of 

the 118 alien civilizations come to earth to wage the final battle of Armageddon). We are not 

helpless.  We have the God Star, the seat of God Government of Galaxies and their legions 

known as the Mighty Blue Eagle from Sirius.  We also have the point opposite the apex, the 

midpoint between Apollyon and Transpluto, 2 degrees 40 minutes Libra in the 2nd decant of the 

12th house, self-sacrifice.  Who is willing to cast themselves upon the rock of Christ and shed the 

lower mind in the 3rd house that is under the influence of the Watchers and the Dragon. 

This is the dividing of the way of those who are the just stewards and the unjust 

stewards, driven (Mars) by ambition in Leo, Libra, and Capricorn.  The Black Moon Lilith is 

midpoint between Mercury and Chiron.  The latter is in the 3rd decant of the 6th house; the soul 

is called to renunciate all their negative experiences since the Sun entered Taurus in 2018 until 

the present.  This is when Chiron conjunct’d Mother’s MC and remained, forming the APEX of 

the YOD, the Hand of God, at the Y in the road upon the mountain with Maitreya and Satan.  

We are called to learn from our experiences of these last 2 years.  Those who can will rise in 

Resurrections flame.  Those who can’t or won’t will be consumed by their Dwellers and take 

their place on the clock of betrayers (Cancer) with Apollyon/Abaddon on the North Gate and go 

to war against the Lamb and his chosen ones.  These latter are those saints who keep the flame 

of the white cube of the Church Universal and Triumphant.  This is the teachings of the initiates 

of the seven initiations on the path of the Ruby Ray by Sanat Kumara, the Ancient of Days. 
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The key to the 6th house and 12th house initiation in the spring of 2020 is Neptune.  The 

causal body of Neptune represents the attainment of the Christ Mind, the highest evolved souls 

on Terra.  These are initiates who have prepared for Resurrections flame.  Those who are found 

on the inner in the Upper Room these next 40 days being God-Taught by Jesus and Maitreya in 

preparation for the anointing by the Holy Spirit on Pentecost, the 37th anniversary of Maitreya’s 

Mystery School, on the North Gate under the authority of the Mother and the Office of the 

Flying Eagle.  Neptune is at 19 Pisces in the 1st decant of the 6th house, achievement.  The soul 

has come to the 6th house experiences by achievement.  But has that been by the Christ mind, 

control over desire or by ambition, the 5th house 3rd decant in the 2nd decant of Pisces, instead 

of self-sacrifice of the ego’s will or volition.  The latter achievement is all illusion.  Is it 

acceptable in the sight of God?  The ambition of “My Way”, Lilith’s way of the ego’s pride on 

the East Gate in Aries where we must face and conqueror the Serpent, now called the Dragon, 

Rev 12:9-17.  This is in contrast to the initiation of the heart (Aries-Libra) of self-sacrifice.  We 

are seeing repeated the offering of Cain and Seth, the Cain civilization, the root of the Black 

Moon Lilith at 3 Aries. 

Neptune’s electronic belt believes in Pisces after 2000 years of the Piscean Conqueror, 

that Lilith has accomplished all these things, wealth, power, position, standing in Community, 

not God.  This is the lie of the Serpent in Aries on the East Gate, in the 3rd house of the lower 

mind, materialism of mechanization man.  Revelations teaches us that Neptune is the Pale 

Horse, Death, and Hades follows…in its wake.  Hades is at 7 Cancer in the 9th house 3rd 

decant…for all who reject the Holy Spirit opportunity of the second coming in man, in you.  

They reject the illumination flame (3rd decant of the 9th house) of the UPPER ROOM during 

these next 40 days. 

 

  

 

 


